Promoting Social Development:
European Social Watch Report

building capacities of Social Watch national Coalitions

As part of the efforts to strengthen Social Watch activities in Europe, there is an initiative to produce a European Social Watch Report by
the end of 2009. The purpose of the report would be to contribute to build closer interaction between European Social Watch coalitions,
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and to enhance their capacity to engage in dialogue on development and social policy, and its implementation, at national and European
levels. It is not intended that the European report duplicates the international Social Watch report or any national reports that are pro-

An overview on the project
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duced. It would seek to strengthen a European identity for Social Watch, with Europe being inclusive of all countries in the region, not only
the European Union. On the basis that Social Watch was established to look at social issues at both national and international levels, it
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has been suggested that the theme of the European report should reflect this double perspective. In that sense, it has proposed that migration is an appropriate topic because it has both internal and external implications for Europe. From an internal perspective, the rele-
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vant issues to explore are those of citizenship, the rights of migrants, refugee reception policy, repatriation policy and the role of migrants
in national labour markets. From an external perspective, the issues to be addressed include the brain drain, remittances and human trafficking. Currently Eurostep, supported by Lunaria, is leading the production of the Report. Contacts with national SW platform in Europe
and other CSOs competent on the selected theme were established. The requested contributions from national coalitions eager to participate at drafting this Report are expected by mid of May 2009.
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the complete report and a short booklet highlighting the main research findings.
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experts appointed by PSWC. It consists of 14 articles; each one elaborates in depth specific area of human
rights violations in Poland.
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News from the Czech Coalition

SW Report. The days following the launch,
members of the Italian coalition were invited
to take part to some programme on the web
(i.e. RaiNews24, Rai International).

tioned as well. During the audition before the Senate’s Commission special attention was given
to the relation between the current crisis and the implementation

.

table took place at the University of Milan
In November the Czech Coalition had the opportunity to present at two different events the SW activity car-

and an other one was organized at the Uni-

ried out at international and national level. On the 12th of November the Czech SW Coalition participated at a

versity of Naples on the 27th of February.
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Around 70 participants attended the launch .

On the 18th of November, in the framework of the conference “Cultural aspects of globalization: intercultural
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From February 2009 the Italian SW
Coalition has its own web site:
www.socialwatch.it

